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What Do Higher Rates Mean for Asset Class 
Returns?
MEGAN KLASSA, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE

Higher interest rates coupled with signs of a global slowdown and roughly two months of market volatility — 
including several periods of a selloff — have clouded an otherwise positive picture of the U.S. economy. Despite 
this, many investors are still worried future increases in interest rates will hinder the economy, given growth in the 
U.S. and other regions is likely to slow down next year. 

An analysis of the performance of different asset classes during U.S. rate hike cycles since the 1990’s suggests 
the opposite — these cycles were largely positive for investors. In fact, during the most recent hike cycle (Jan-16 
to Nov-18), annualized returns for both private and public markets (excluding real estate) were well above their 
1-year annualized rate of return before the initial hike began. The orange bars, which illustrate the various asset 
classes’ 1-year returns before the hike cycle, are well below their annualized returns during the cycle, as depicted 
by the colored columns. U.S. equities (S&P 500) outperformed other asset classes, gaining almost 12% during this 
period. U.S. buyout, non-U.S. equities and fixed income gained roughly 6%, 4%, and 1%, respectively. Real estate 
appears as the outlier with this most recent cycle, but comes on the heels of a considerable run for real estate 
after the Great Recession. 

When looking at 1-year annualized returns after a hike cycle occurred for the prior three rising-rate regimes in 
1994, 1999 and 2004, the data paints a similar picture. As illustrated in the graph, annualized returns 1-year after 
the hike cycle ended (when the effect of an increase/decrease in interest rates will be felt on a wide scale) were 
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Analyzing historical performance during U.S. rate hike cycles shows unexpected positivity
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on average higher than returns during the cycle. This is depicted by the gray bars (1-year returns after the hike) 
being on average well above the returns during the hike cycles.

The volatility we have seen thus far in the market is typical for the later stages of an expansion and should not 
be solely attributed to the Federal Reserve’s tightening policy. It is important to note that interest rate hikes 
alone will not adversely affect asset class performance, but rather, the economic backdrop of each rate hike 
cycle will determine the market outcome. Given the uncertainty surrounding the current cycle’s path moving 
forward, investors should expect continued volatility and watch closely for upward-trending inflation.
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The sources of information used in this report are believed to be reliable. Marquette Associates, Inc. has not independently 

verified all of the information and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Opinions, estimates, projections and comments on 
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